The Ultimate Chocolate Indulgence this Easter
Ripple's Chocolate Massage Package

Chocolate Easter bunny? Check
Handmade chocolate soap? Check
Chocolate aromatherapy candle? Check
Professional massage with warmed chocolate oil? ....
Hang on what was that?
Ripple has introduced a decadent Chocolate Massage that leaves the calories at the door this Easter, and packages it up with a gift box full of
chocolate goodies. More information is at Chocolate Massage

The massage uses warmed chocolate oil from head to toe to melt away stress and relax muscles, providing the ultimate in decadence without the
guilty afterthought.
Even better, the massage is undertaken by professionally trained and qualified therapists in the comfort of the home or accommodation, so the only
finger the client has to lift is the one to open the door. The massage comes complete with health fund rebates for major and minor health funds, and all
the health benefits of chocolate without adding a calorie to the waistline.
Ripple’s Owner, Alison Shaw, said she was inspired to create the chocolate massage after discovering the technique in a small day spa in Barcelona,
Spain.
“Although I couldn’t speak Spanish, and the therapists could not speak English, I recognised one of the words on their menu that is universally
recognized by all women…chocolate!” said Ms Shaw.

“It was such a divine experience that I decided to adapt the technique used that day in Barcelona to provide our clients in Australia with a truly
decadent massage experience, infused with the rich sense of chocolate,” she continued.

The 2hr Chocolate package for $195 includes many free day spa extras such as exfoliation, cleansing face mask as well as all the chocolate goodies.

Ripple provides a unique mobile day spa service to women, men and couples throughout the Gold Coast, Mt Tamborine, Brisbane, Sunshine Coast,
Byron Bay, Melbourne, Yarra Valley, Great Ocean Road, Mornington Peninsula and Geelong regions. Also all Sydney, ACT and Tasmania.

For more information on Ripple or to make a booking please phone 0438 567 906 or visit the website www.ripplemassage.com.au
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